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Abstract

In May 2015 it was widely reported that United Airlines detected a systems breach that compromised its customers’ flight records, in addition to other data. This theft of passenger manifests is believed to have been perpetrated by the same attackers that stole up to 21.5 million social security numbers from the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) and medical records from Anthem Blue Cross in 2014-2015. Using open-source internet research methods, this paper examines the nature of the breach, and proposes specific near, mid and long-term actions that should be taken by United Airlines’ senior security staff, using the Top 20 Critical Security Controls, to mitigate the impact of the system breach and to reduce the likelihood of further incidents. This paper is written from the view of an external security consultant addressing United Airlines’ senior security staff via a formal, written report.
1. Introduction

A series of highly-publicized data breaches in recent years have shed light on the growing threat and prevalence of private and public organizational loss of valuable online data at the hands of illegitimate sources. According to the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), “…the likely annual cost to the global economy from cybercrime is $400 billion,” with the economies of the United States, Germany, Japan and China accounting for half of that total (CSIS, 2014). The same study points out that the United States suffers one of the highest annualized loss rates as a percentage of Gross Domestic Product, third only to Germany and the Netherlands (CSIS, 2014). While there are regional variances in the degree to which cybercrime losses can be accurately determined, U.S. cybercrime loss estimates are considered fairly reliable due to the U.S. government having made a better effort to identify what theft of intellectual property has occurred due to foreign hackers (CSIS, 2014).

Cybercrime can take many forms. Hacking, theft of intellectual property, cyber-stalking, identity-theft, and introduction of malicious software are some of the most common (Cross Domain Solutions, n.d.). Hacking is undertaken for a number of reasons, including state-sponsored hacking, which is practiced by foreign governments for military advantage (Siciliano, 2011). As one Chief Information Security Officer commented in Security Affairs, “the line between cybercrime and cyber warfare is thin, we have [to understand] that one of the main strategies pursued by governments around the world is to make intelligence operations through technology [in order] to gather sensitive information relating to private industry and military sectors that somehow represent the backbone of the nation…cyber espionage is a terrible cyber threat [that] can have devastating effects on the social fabric of a nation as well as on the actions of every private company” (Paganini, 2012).

The recent breach at United Airlines (UA) is one in a long line of high-visibility data breaches that have had an impact on both private industry and public institutions – not only in the United States, but globally. This report will highlight the nature of the UA breach, and compare it to several well-known recent breaches that likely share a common
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attack vector. The key findings that are common to all of the breaches will be discussed, and a list of recommended actions, using the *Critical Security Controls for Effective Cyber Security* (Council on Cybersecurity, 2014) will be proposed to UA senior management in an effort to implement near, mid and long-term controls that mitigate the immediate impact of the recent breach, and that implement relevant security controls as part of UA’s cybersecurity strategy.

2. Situation

This situational analysis describes what is known about the United Airlines breach, how the breach is linked to other noteworthy breaches, and provides an in-depth evaluation of the probable common attack signature.

2.1. What Is Publicly Known About The UA Data Breach

In May or early June of 2015, officials at United Airlines detected an incursion into its computer systems (Riley & Robertson, 2015). Authorities determined that the incursion resulted in the theft of flight manifest data, which included information on passengers and their destinations (Security Experts, 2015). Potential motives for the attack remain under investigation by United Airlines authorities (Palmer, 2015), but several have been suggested by leading security practitioners familiar with the nature of the breach:

- Ken Westin (Senior Security Analyst at Tripwire): “Instead of a campaign to breach a single entity, the goal was to compromise multiple disparate sets of data for the purposes of correlation. This correlation would allow the actors to develop targeted profiles of the individuals in the United States, particularly those with security clearances, leading to one of the most devastating intelligence compromises we have seen to date” (Palmer, 2015).

- Jeff Hill (Marketing Manager at STEALTHbits): “Analyzing the travel habits of U.S. Government personnel can somewhat harmlessly provide insight into the development of new alliances or business partnerships, but can also be an invaluable tool in the never-ending effort by intelligence agencies to
compromise those with access to classified information. Despite the sophistication of high tech satellites, ground-based signals collection and monitoring devices, and other technology, the best intelligence is still obtained from the mid-level government employee desperate to keep his overseas fling a secret” (Security Experts, 2015).

- Kevin Foisy (Chief Software Architect and co-founder of STEALTHbits): “The bigger picture is the know-how being gained in the ongoing successful penetration of infrastructure. These are undoubtedly training grounds for the real attacks that could come in the event of war” (Security Experts, 2015)

Official details of the attack vector on UA systems are relatively non-existent. More has been published about recent breaches at Anthem and the United States Office of Personnel Management (OPM), and strongly suggests that the UA breach shares the same threat actors, threat vectors, and attack signatures as the aforementioned breaches (Constantin, Palmer, Rashid, 2015).

2.2 Linkage of UA Data Breach to Previous Data Breaches

*Bloomberg* reports that the hacker group is believed to have ties to the Chinese government and also broke into the computer systems of at least 10 other companies and organizations, including Anthem Blue Cross (Constantin, 2015). It was also reported that the breach may have been discovered with the help of investigators of the United States Office of Personnel Management (OPM) breach, who built a list of other potential victims after analyzing the domain names, phishing emails and attack infrastructure used by the hacker group (Constantin, 2015). United Airlines was included on that list (Riley & Robertson, 2015). According to one report, there was evidence that the hackers were in UA’s network for months (Riley & Robertson, 2015). A web domain: UNITED-AIRLINES.NET was established in April 2014 and registered to a “James Rhodes” with an address in American Samoa (Riley & Robertson, 2015). The name “James Rhodes” is also the alias of a character in Marvel Comics’ *Iron Man*, and security companies that tracked the OPM hackers stated that this hacker group often use Marvel comic book references as a way to sign their attack (Riley & Robertson, 2015).

While online news reports of the data breaches at United Airlines, Anthem and OPM suggest a common thread (Constantin, Kadlec, Palmer, Rashid, Secure Thoughts, Philip G. Rynn, scholar59@hotmail.com
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2015), there are no publicly-available reports detailing the exact way in which the data breaches occurred. OPM participated in a series of congressional hearings in June and July 2015 that were dedicated to its data breach, but limited the testimony on the actual mechanics of the breach event to closed-door, classified sessions with members of Congress (Congressional Testimony, 2015). However, recent published warnings by the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) (Ragan, 2015) and reports by industry insiders and threat analysis groups that monitor the emergence of information threats point to the strong possibility that malware, in the form of a Remote Access Trojan named Sakula that originates from China, is the common threat vector behind these data breaches. (Threatconnect, Crowdstrike, Krebs, 2015).

2.3 The Sakula RAT

Remote Access Trojans (aka “RAT”) are malware programs that include a back door for administrative control over a targeted computer. RATs are usually downloaded invisibly with a user-requested program or sent as an email attachment. Once that a host system is compromised, the hacker can use it to distribute RATs to other vulnerable computers (Rouse, 2009). The Federal Bureau of Investigation has warned that hackers responsible for malware intrusions employ a diverse selection of tools and techniques to attempt to gain initial access to a host system, including using credentials acquired during previous intrusions (HIPPA, 2015). Once that a RAT establishes administrative control of a computer, it allows for keylogging, access to PII (Personally Identifiable Information) such as credit cards or social security numbers, activation of the system’s webcam and other recording interfaces, distribution of viruses and additional malware, formatting of drives, and the deletion, downloading, or altering of files and file systems (Rouse, 2009).

In late 2014, the threat analysis team at Crowdstrike reported on a campaign of targeted hacking events focused on the U.S. defense industrial base, healthcare, government, and technology sectors. The hackers infected victims with Sakula malware variants that were signed with stolen digital certificates (Crowdstrike, 2015). Additionally, the team’s investigation into the activity led to associating it with activities performed by “Deep Panda” (Crowdstrike, 2015), which, according to the Wall Street Journal, is one of many names used by a state-sponsored Chinese cyber espionage group
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Ongoing forensics into the Anthem breach also showed that the servers and tools used in the attack bore the common signature of the group (Krebs, 2015).

Crowdstrike also used their diagnostic tools and processes to determine that Deep Panda used an executable, which was not detected by anti-virus products (as late as 31 July 2014), which causes the victim (upon execution) to view a website by using the ShellExecute() API (Application Program Interface) to open a URL (Uniform Resource Locator). The site’s domain name was meant to spoof that of a site set up to provide information on an alumni event for a U.S. University and requested that the visitor download an Adobe-related plugin in order to view the content (Crowdstrike, 2015). The downloaded plugin file included a variant of the Sakula malware (Crowdstrike, 2015).

Crowdstrike determined through further analysis that the same type of activity was conducted as far back as April 2014, when the same TTPs (Tactics, Techniques, Procedures) were used to target a healthcare organization and a U.S.-based information technology company with high-profile clients in the defense sector (Crowdstrike, 2015). Ostensibly, the healthcare organization targeted was Anthem (Krebs, 2015).

Further analysis by Crowdstrike revealed that all incidents in this Sakula malware campaign were similar in that they used malicious droppers masquerading as installers for legitimate software applications like Adobe Reader, Juniper VPN, and Microsoft ActiveX Control (Crowdstrike, 2015). The executables displayed progress bars that made it appear as if the specified software was being updated or installed (Crowdstrike, 2015). In addition, the droppers all directed victims to login pages for services specific to the target organization like webmail, document sharing, or a corporate VPN (Crowdstrike, 2015). In all cases except one, the victims were directed to login pages, the lone exception being when the victims were sent to a login page hosted on a domain that spoofed that of the legitimate one (Crowdstrike, 2015). It is unclear whether redirecting victims to these login pages was part of a credential-collection activity or merely meant to deceive victims into believing that the activity was legitimate (Crowdstrike, 2015).

3.0 Related Data Breaches
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As mentioned previously, several breaches have been linked to the United Airlines breach due to the common attack vector and the attack source. Anthem and the United States Office of Personnel Management have also both suffered catastrophic breaches in the last 18 months. What follows is a description of their data breaches and a review of their efforts at remediation.

3.1 Anthem Data Breach

Anthem is the largest managed healthcare company in the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association, and one of the largest health care organizations in the U.S., providing healthcare coverage for about half of the federal workforce (Threatconnect, 2015).

3.1.1 Chronology of Events

On 4 February 2015, major news outlets broke the story that Anthem’s network defenses had been breached (Threatconnect, 2015). According to a statement from Anthem’s CEO the hackers “obtained” the PII of approximately 80 million customers (Threatconnect, 2015). The stolen information included social security numbers, dates of birth, residential addresses, phone numbers and income data (Threatconnect, 2015).

On 5 June 2015, the FBI released a memo detailing the type of malware used by threat actors that have compromised and stolen sensitive business information and PII, and while Anthem was not directly named in the alert, the FBI memo mentioned Sakula directly, and included 312 hashes of the malware (Ragan, 2015).

For the Anthem breach, the Sakula RAT used a stolen digital signature from the Korean company DTOPTOOLZ Co., and was configured to communicate with two fake command and control domains, extcitrix.wellpoint[.]com and www.we11point[.]com (Threatconnect, 2015). The domains were operationalized in April 2014 (Ragan, 2015). Threatconnect concluded that the malicious infrastructure was likely named in a way to impersonate the legitimate Wellpoint IT infrastructure, and additional Threatconnect analysis revealed that fake sub-domains such as hrsolutions.we11point[.]com were used to mirror legitimate remote infrastructure and employee benefits (Threatconnect, 2015). Threatconnect also concluded that “the malicious infrastructure closely mirrored other legitimate Wellpoint infrastructure [which] supported our hypothesis that the … Sakula malware was configured to operate and persist within a specific target enterprise” (Threatconnect, 2015).
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3.1.2 Remediation Efforts to Date

In 2015, Anthem reportedly spent $65 million upgrading security, and planned to spend an additional $65 million while focusing on improvements in employee training, enhanced authentication procedures, implementation of passwords that expire every day, and retention of 55 experts who work on systems and defense upgrades (Seesel, Fields, Jorden, 2015). Additionally, Anthem’s customers accepted an offer of free cyber insurance protection (Seesel, Fields & Jorden, 2015).

Anthem was covered under a tower of cyber insurance protection at the time of the breach, reportedly received the first-tier carrier claim, and sought to collect from several more tier levels (Seesel, Fields & Jorden, 2015). In the wake of the breach, however, reports are that renewal of Anthem’s cyber insurance coverage appeared to be cost-prohibitive (Seesel, Fields & Jorden, 2015). Thus, Anthem reportedly self-insured for the first $100 million of risk and obtained supplemental coverage from third-party carriers (Seesel, Fields & Jorden, 2015).

3.2 OPM Data Breach

The Office of Personnel Management performs personnel management functions for the U.S. federal government. In addition to managing the federal personnel hiring system and policies, OPM conducts background investigations on federal personnel at the Secret and Top-Secret levels, maintains the security backgrounds for personnel that are granted clearances, manages the federal civil service merit system and pension benefits, including the pensions of retired federal employees, and provides federal employee training programs and management tools for the federal workforce (OPM, 2015).

3.2.1 Chronology of Events

On 5 June, 2015, the Wall Street Journal reported that the FBI was investigating the theft of up to four million personnel records from OPM (Barrett, Palleta & Yadron, 2015). In a 9 July news release, OPM stated that the types of information in these records included “Social Security numbers; residency and educational history; employment history; information about immediate family and other personal and business acquaintances; health, criminal and financial history; and other details” (OPM, 2015). Additionally, OPM reported that the breach discovery was extended to include a secondary breach that now affected 21.5 million individuals, and that the breach also affected
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Initially, *Fortune* magazine reported that the breach was detected during a product demonstration conducted by CyTech Services for OPM, using a vulnerability assessment tool called CyFIR (Hackett, 2015); CyTech Services published a report and stated that “CyFIR quickly identified a set of unknown processes running on a limited set of endpoints. This information was immediately provided to the OPM security staff and was ultimately revealed to be malware. CyTech is unaware if OPM security staff had previously identified these processes” (Irvine, 2015). OPM rebutted this claim, with a spokesman telling *Fortune* that OPM’s cybersecurity team had made this discovery in April 2015 and had immediately notified US-CERT and the FBI to investigate the intrusion (Hackett, 2015). Dr. Andy Ozment, Assistant Secretary for Cybersecurity and Communications at the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, reinforced OPM’s statement in congressional testimony that “as soon as OPM identified malicious activity on their network, they shared this information with the DHS…[we] then used one of our programs…to look back in time for other compromises across the federal civilian government. Through this process…[DHS] identified a potential compromise at another location with OPM data” (Ozment, 2015).

Throughout the month of June 2015, OPM Director Katherine Archuleta defended her agency’s actions prior to and upon discovery of the breach (Archuleta, 2015), and directed OPM to take specific measures to immediately address near-term vulnerabilities, both through news releases and the release of a “Cybersecurity Action Report” (Office of Personnel Management, 2015). Measures included offering 18 months of free credit monitoring and identity theft insurance to personnel identified as having lost their data, (which was considered in line with typical private sector offers) (Peterson, 2015). As part of OPM’s “defense” to Congress, Donna Seymour (OPM CIO) argued that legacy systems created an obstacle to security, and that in spite of OPM having encryption tools on hand, some systems could not be secured (Gallagher, 2015). Seymour stated: “some of [the systems] were written in COBOL, and they could not be easily upgraded or replaced. These systems would be difficult to update to include encryption or multi-factor authentication because of their aging code base, and they would require a full re-write”
(Gallagher, 2015). In 24 June testimony to Congress, Patrick McFarland, Inspector General (IG) of OPM, testified that “we know from our audit work that some of the OPM systems involved in the data breach run on modern operating and database management systems. Consequently, modern security technology such as encryption or data loss prevention could [emphasis added] have been implemented on these specific systems.”

At the conclusion of the first Congressional hearing into the OPM breach on 16 June, House Oversight Committee Chairman Jason Chaffetz (R-Utah) told Archuleta and Seymour, ‘You failed utterly and totally’” (Gallagher, 2015). Facing continued political pressure and calls from Congressional representatives to step down, Archuleta tendered her resignation on 10 July (Davis, 2015).

While the actual breach signature was never publicly disclosed during the June testimony (with Archuleta, Ozment and Seymour all steering the Congressional Committee members to a classified briefing on the breach protocol at the conclusion of the hearings (Miller, 2015)), follow-on testimony by Sylvia Burns, CIO of the Department of the Interior (DOI), during hearings (15 July) on DOI’s role in the OPM breach, explained the fundamental way that the breach occurred. Said Burns: “the breach did not happen because of a vulnerability at the DOI data center. It happened because of compromised credentials of a privileged user on the OPM side who then moved into DOI’s environment through a trusted connection [emphasis added]” (Mazmanian, 2015).

3.2.2 Remediation Efforts to Date

OPMs breach remediation efforts have focused on specific activities of four distinct efforts: OPM’s planned assistance for individuals that were affected by the data breach (OPM, 2015), specific actions set forth in OPM’s Cybersecurity Action Report (OPM, 2015), DHS’ planned effort to incorporate OPM into its Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation (CDM) program (Ozment, 2015) (DHS, 2015), and the Federal CIO’s ongoing efforts to coordinate OPM’s “Cyber Sprint” (Lyngass, 2015).

OPM determined that it would take the following measures to establish protection measures for individuals that were affected by the breach (OPM, 2015):

- Provide a comprehensive suite of monitoring and protection services for background investigation applicants and non-applicants whose social security numbers or in many cases other sensitive information were stolen.
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- Help other individuals who had other information included on background investigation forms (through publication of best practices for protection, and publicly available resources).
- Establish an online cybersecurity incident resource center.
- Establish a call center to respond to questions.
- Protect all Federal employees (through development of a proposal for credit, and identify theft monitoring services that should be provided to all Federal employees in the future.

OPM’s Cybersecurity Action Report laid out specific steps that would be undertaken in the near-term to “Bolster Security and Modernize IT Systems” (OPM, 2015):

- Improve security through completing deployment of two-factor authentication, expanding continuous monitoring (through the DHS CDM program), ensuring access to contractor systems (in the event of incidents), and reviewing encryption of databases.
- Leverage outside expertise through the hiring of a new cybersecurity advisor, consulting with outside technology and cybersecurity experts, and increasing consultations with the Inspector General.
- Modernize systems by migrating to a new IT environment, finalizing the scope of the ongoing migration process, further evaluating all contracting options, and requesting additional funding support from Congress.
- Strive for increased accountability, establishing regular employee and contractor training, documenting incident response procedures, and ensuring compliance with the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA).

OPM has also started work under a task order with DHS to implement the Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation (CDM) program (Boyd, 2015), which institutes continuous monitoring over 15 diagnostic capabilities/areas, arranged by phases. Phase 1 will focus on hardware, software, configuration setting, and vulnerability management. Phase 2 will focus on access control, security-related behavior, credentials and authentication, privileges, and boundary protection management. Phase 3 will focus on
event planning, event response, audits/monitoring, documentation/policy, quality management, and risk management (DHS, 2015).

Tony Scott, Federal CIO coordinated a 30-day “cyber sprint” at OPM, which assessed the security of federal civilian and military IT networks post-breach, and is planning on publishing a “Cybersecurity Sprint Strategy and Implementation Plan (CSSIP)” by September/October 2015. Included in this plan is the adoption of common diagnostic and mitigation tools by all elements of the government (Lyngass, 2015).

4.0 Lessons Learned from United Airlines, Anthem and OPM Data Breaches

Due to the public nature of the OPM breach, its findings and remediation actions have been well-publicized. Congressional Testimony on the part of OPM and OPM’s support structure (contractors and DHS) laid bare all of the systemic and procedural weaknesses that allowed the breach to occur, and that exposed OPM to catastrophic data loss. At the same time, OPM was very public in addressing the steps that it would take to remedy the incident, developing a comprehensive near-term plan to address immediate issues, while refocusing its efforts on completing long-term fix actions that were already underway.

Anthem’s breach, while under less public scrutiny than the OPM breach, is still correlated to the Sakula RAT (as analyzed by Crowdstrike), and based on Anthem’s public statements, seems to confirm the attack signature linkage to OPM’s breach.

The United Airlines breach, which at face-value was not on the scale of the Anthem and OPM breach, provided a missing-link for the data thieves, in that the type of information stolen was complementary to the data thefts at Anthem and OPM, and which has now led to the prevailing thought that the Sakula RAT attack, at least when employed against Anthem, OPM and UA, was not for economic gain, but for espionage.

The following discussion highlights the key findings common to all three breaches, as a way to identify commonalities between all three entities that can be immediately remedied through selective implementation of the 20 Critical Security Controls.

4.1 Finding #1 - The last line of defense: “the user”, failed
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The Sakula RAT malware, regardless of its deliberate attack protocol, still requires a network-authorized user to take a specific action on a device internal to a network. The user must simply click on an email attachment, or access a rogue site to allow the RAT to enable the hacker to gain a foothold into the network. Once in the network, the hacker can then use that machine as his pivot point to exploit other internal system or network vulnerabilities. In the well-documented case of OPM’s breach, data encryption would still not have prevented the intrusion. As Dr. Ozment pointed out in his Congressional Testimony, the attackers had gained valid user credentials to the systems that they attacked, and due to the lack of multi-factor authentication on these systems, the attackers would have been able to use those credentials at will to access systems from within and potentially even from outside the network (Gallagher, 2015). Due to the nature of the Sakula malware, social engineering also likely led to its placement on Anthem and UA networks. When all is said and done, the organizations’ overall security posture was not enough to negate the mouse clicks that introduced the Sakula RAT.

4.2 Finding #2 – Weak Authentication and Access Management

Neither OPM Congressional Testimony or Anthem/UA online findings explicitly detail the standard authentication measures employed within their internal networks, or the way in which access management, credentialing, or policy management occur. However, the fact that the Sakula malware could exist on Anthem and OPM networks for 8-14 months strongly suggests that existing authentication and password regeneration practices allowed for long-term malicious access. Additionally, the OPM Congressional Testimony, at a minimum, raises the question about the levels of access granted to privileged users – the full complement of an individual’s most vital PII used for Secret and Top Secret investigations was likely accessible to users that did not require anything more than an authorized user name and password for access. With an internal breach followed by routine keylogging, hackers had access to this data for months. For United Airlines, this finding is not as strongly defined – front-line employees could routinely be required to access flight manifests during daily operations. Yet, indications are that the breached system included not only user names and flight details, but dates of birth (SecureThoughts, 2015). This calls into question how decisions were being made about data segregation practices, which is further addressed in the next section.
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4.3 Finding #3 - Weak Data Classification and Segregation

In terms of “richness of data”, the OPM breach was by far the most damaging of the three examined breaches; not only did the hackers make off with the personal details of 21.5 million individuals that either worked for or were seeking employment with the U.S. Federal Government, but it also included PII on millions of friends, relatives and overseas contacts (Rashid, 2015). The Anthem breach, which affects about 80 million people, and which is narrower in the scope of the PII seized, nonetheless included a sizable amount of PII for a large segment of the U.S. population. The United Airlines breach, on the other hand, appears restricted to names, dates of birth, and their presence on flight manifests – the value of this data being how it can be correlated with OPM and Anthem data for espionage purposes affecting U.S. national security.

Noteworthy to the OPM breach, and perhaps of like concern with the Anthem breach, is the fact that either 1) sensitive, private data was within reach of hackers pivoting within an organizational enclave, or 2) privileged user computers were granted external access permissions in a way that allowed the malware to establish a pivot – regardless of the IDS or IPS architectural layout or organizational access control policies. And, there was no evidence that organizational-wide risk assessments had factored-in these vulnerabilities into a documented risk-acceptance posture. The Congressional Testimony of OPM indicates that organizationally, they were aware that their security posture was in dire need of upgrading (Archuleta, 2015); in the case of Anthem, their recognition of inherent enterprise-wide vulnerabilities is less apparent. For United Airlines, this is (as of yet) still an unknown. Fundamentally, what they all shared was a security posture that did not hold up to the Sakula RAT, and that took too long to discover its presence before damage occurred.

4.4 Finding #4 – Defense in Depth not judiciously employed

The first three findings fundamentally point to gaps in the security postures of the organizations that were breached. While no organizational risk posture is 100% secure, the OPM breach (through its public scrutiny) exposed systemic weaknesses that were present at the very top of the organizational leadership, and which were also present at the “working level” of information security. Congressional testimony indicates that OPM was actually aware of their shortfalls, and were taking steps to remedy weaknesses in a
prioritized fashion (Archuleta, 2015). However, their efforts were literally “too little, too late”. By the time that OPM was getting in line with the recommendations made by the OPM Inspector General, the Sakula breach had already occurred. As a private entity, Anthem did not, and United Airlines does not face the public scrutiny that OPM went through in assigning blame. However, it’s reasonable to conclude that both Anthem and United Airlines were experiencing some of the same organizational dynamics that led to their unplanned risk exposure, and that contributed to the loss of their data.

5.0 Recommendations

When looking at the myriad of security issues that can affect an organization’s security posture, the Council on CyberSecurity’s Critical Security Controls presents an effective means of categorizing and identifying the critical factors necessary to resolve security issues across the broad spectrum of organizations. Understandably, remediation actions using the Critical Controls run the risk of being overwhelming in scope; with fix-actions being categorized in up to 20 sub-categories of controls, “solutions” could quickly overwhelm an organization’s response capability. Clearly, security incidents need to focus on a prioritized set of controls for the most effective incidence response.

In order to focus on the fundamental security issues that can be assigned a limited set of controls for effective remediation, it is best to focus on the fundamental “event” that occurred at Anthem, OPM and UA: malware was employed in a targeted attack against a user using social engineering, which resulted in a loss of valued data. Based on the evidence of how the breaches occurred, there were deficiencies (at all three organizations) in their ability to protect against malware, in user actions to defend against malware, and in the way that data was stored (leading to loss of PII).

The nature of this breach calls for implementation of critical security controls in three priority areas: Malware Defenses (Critical Security Control (CSC) 5), Security Skills Assessment and Appropriate Training to Fill Gaps (CSC 9), and Data Protection (CSC 17). Undeniably, a wholesale review of all of the issues that go into a resultant data breach would also uncover other security controls that need to be addressed/strengthened, but the three aforementioned controls, and their proper
implementation, have the most potential impact for UA, both in terms of securing systems and data, and in exercising due diligence for the protection of PII.

The following discussion will focus on those three critical security controls, and will present an approach for their implementation at United Airlines. Implementation of the controls will be presented as near-term, mid-term, and long-term actions. For purposes of this review, near-term actions are considered immediate actions (0-6 months) that serve to both mitigate the effects of the known data breach, and that implement the most immediate critical protection measures. Mid-term actions are other significant actions that should be undertaken in the present budgeting cycle (i.e. within the next 12 months) to strengthen UA’s security posture, and long-term actions are activities that should be addressed by UA as part of its ongoing security strategy implementation process (in the next 12-36 months).

5.1 Near-Term

Under the general assumption that United Airlines network and systems security staff are not presently employing the following Malware Defense, Skills Assessment/Training and Data Protection controls, the following Critical Security Controls (CSC) should be implemented immediately, using the following guidance from the Critical Security Controls for Effective Cyber Defense (Council on CyberSecurity, 2014) (Appendix A):

To better defend against malware, the organization should configure laptops, workstation and servers NOT to auto-run removable media content (CSC 5-3). Systems should also be configured to automatically conduct anti-malware scans upon the insertion of removable media (CSC 5-4). Additionally, UA should scan and block all e-mail attachments entering the e-mail gateway containing malicious code or files types that are deemed unnecessary for business operations. Scanning should occur before e-mails are placed in the user’s inbox; this action extends to e-mail and web-content filtering (CSC 5-5).

To immediately address potential issues in the area of workforce security skills, the organization should perform a gap analysis on UA employee skill sets in responding to malware attacks originating from multiple vectors, and use this analysis to build a baseline training and awareness roadmap (CSC 9-1). Training should be used to
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remediate any identified deficiencies in employee malware defense, and should either be led by UA senior staff, or by having external trainers provide the training “on-site” to reinforce its relevance to daily work functions (CSC 9-2). UA security staff should also routinely conduct “inoculation” tests of the workforce to measure their resistance to malware/suspicious e-mails. Follow-on training/testing should be targeted to employees that require remedial training (CSC 9-4).

To immediately enhance data protection, UA must conduct a data assessment to identify sensitive information requiring additional encryption and integrity controls (CSC 17-3). Additionally, UA should review any existing cloud provider data protection practices to identify potential vulnerabilities (CSC 17-4). To detect the unauthorized use of encryption (in order to bypass network security devices), UA should also monitor all outgoing traffic. (CSC 17-12)

5.2 Mid-Term

Within the present budgeting cycle (or at the most within the next 12 months), UA technical staff should employ automated tools to continuously monitor workstations, servers, and mobile devices with anti-virus, anti-spyware, personal firewalls and host-based IPS functionality. All malware detection events should be sent to enterprise anti-malware administration tools and event log servers (CSC 5-1). Anti-malware software could exist on a cloud-based centralized infrastructure, or administrators can manually push updates to all machines in the UA enterprise. Updated systems should be verified and confirmed for signature updates (CSC 5-2).

UA should also develop/improve its security awareness program to include online training that focuses on individual actions to block commonly employed methods of intrusion. This training should be modular and convenient to train with. Also, the training needs to be routinely updated with the latest attack signatures, and should be required as mandatory yearly training for all employees. A monitoring system should also be in place to confirm training compliance (CSC 9-3).

Institution of a mid-term data protection advanced measure should focus on deployment of an automated tool on the network perimeter to monitor PII, keyword and/or other document exfiltration attempts across network boundaries, and should block
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such alerts while alerting security staff (CSC 17-5). Periodic scans of server machines should also detect the presence of sensitive information leaks via clear-text (CSC 17-6).

5.3 Long-Term

United Airlines should undertake, as part of an ongoing cyber security strategy (typically within a 36 month execution period), advanced security practices that are budgeted for, trained to, and implemented. Advanced security practices imply an allocation of resources dedicated to advanced diagnostics tools, and more importantly, in increase in training commitment for system security practitioners to install, operate and maintain these advanced tools for a stronger security posture.

The Critical Security Controls for Effective Cyber Defense list Data Execution Prevention (DEP), Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR), and Enhanced Mitigation Experience Toolkit (EMET) as anti-exploitation features that can provide a more comprehensive set of security features for United Airlines’ applications and executables. UA should review these capabilities to determine the extent to which they can be implemented within UA’s desired risk management framework (CSC 5-6). UA should also ensure that longer-term implementation of automated monitoring tools includes the use of behavior-based anomaly detection tools to complement traditional signature-based detection tools (CSC 5-8). Additionally, UA should acquire network-based anti-malware tools to identify rogue executables in network traffic, and use techniques other than signature-based detection to identify and filter out malicious content before it arrives at a user endpoint (CSC 5-9). As part of standard incidence response processes, UA should supply security teams with samples of malware running on corporate systems that do not appear to be recognized by existing anti-malware software. Samples can then be provided to UA’s security vendor for “out-of-band” signature creation and later be deployed to the enterprise by UA’s system administrators (CSC 5-10). An additional measure by UA system security personnel can be to enable domain name system (DNS) query logging to detect hostname lookup for known malicious C2 domains (CSC 5-11).

To strengthen the capabilities of the I.T. security workforce, UA should use security skill assessments for designated mission-critical security roles, using real world
problems to measure competency and ultimately, mastery. This can extend to participation in on-line cybersecurity competitions to strengthen skill-sets (CSC 9-5).

As a means to harden the UA enterprise to future attacks and breach attempts, UA should plan and budget for hard drive encryption software for authorized mobile devices and for any system that holds sensitive data (CSC 17-1). Cryptographic devices and software should be configured to use publicly-vetted algorithms (17-2). Data movement between networks should only be accomplished using secure, authenticated and encrypted means (CSC 17-7).

To the maximum extent possible (based on business needs), systems should be configured so that USB tokens and/or USB hard drives are disabled. If business needs require some degree of USB connectivity, enterprise software should be employed that configures systems to allow only certain USB devices (that are uniquely identifiable and a controlled item), and that use automatic encryption of all data placed on that device. Inventory control must be maintained for all USB devices (CSC 17-8).

Long-term implementation of system security upgrades should also budget for the following:

- Use of network-based DLP [Data Loss Prevention] solutions to monitor and control the flow of data, and for anomaly detection (CSC 17-9).
- Allow only approved Certificate Authorities (CAs) to issue certificates within the UA enterprise (CSC 17-10).
- Perform an annual review of algorithms and key lengths in use for protection of sensitive data (CSC 17-11).
- Define roles and responsibilities related to management of encryption keys within the enterprise (CSC 17-14).
- Implement Hardware Security Modules (HSMs) for protection of private keys or Key Encryption Keys, wherever required (CSC 17-15).

5.4 Metrics and Testing

Concurrent with review and implementation of the recommended control measures set forth in sections 5.1 through 5.3, United Airlines security staff must implement a set of automation and effectiveness metrics that baseline their present
In deciding how to implement automation and effectiveness metrics, United Airlines should review the performance criteria of the suggested metrics in the appendices, and determine what can be presently measured under existing operational conditions and if the means exist to presently measure them; it is not expected that all criteria can be measured immediately, but UA senior staff should institute an implementation strategy over the next 12-36 months that puts them in a position to be able to conduct full effectiveness testing and bring the security areas of Malware Defense and Data Protection under control. Additionally, Security Skills Assessment and Appropriate Training (CSC 9) metric development need to be prefaced by a comprehensive security skill-set inventory, determination of existing training shortfalls, planning for incorporation of both remedial and routine training using on-line training labs (and other training modes as necessary), budgeting for such training, and the implementation of these processes over time. A realistic measure of full implementation for a robust cybersecurity training package at a large organization like UA, tailored for both system/security administrators and operational/administrative staff, is around 24 months, but with proper allocation of existing human and technical resources, and with prioritization of effort towards the most vulnerable elements of the organization, training could begin within 3-6 months. If UA presently has an ongoing security program, the timeline may also be accelerated by re-focusing training efforts on the Critical Security Controls and re-orienting the corporate approach towards new metrics development and effectiveness testing.

5.5 Other Critical Security Controls for Consideration

Discussion of prioritized controls to address and remedy the immediate security risk considerations of United Airlines necessarily called for a strict limitation on identifying the most essential controls to mitigate both the effects of the data breach, and
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to initiate processes for longer-term sustainment of a reduced risk posture. However, there are several other controls that merit review by UA security staff, and that will serve to augment the prioritized efforts by UA to improve enterprise security.

As stated in Finding #2 (Section 4.2), the malware that was likely involved in the Anthem and OPM breaches was resident in their systems for 8-14 months. Until US-CERT was able to identify this threat, and understand the threat signature (see page 9), there was no formal knowledge of the presence of this threat. Based on the timing of the first known campaign of the Sakula RAT, it is conceivable that the malware was inside of the UA perimeter for many months. Poor controls related to malware defense and security skills/training set the conditions for the breach to occur, but deficiencies in Controlled Use of Administrative Privileges (CSC 12) and Controlled Access Based on the Need to Know (CSC 15) would have exacerbated the impact of the breach, and allowed for long-term data siphoning/theft (Council on CyberSecurity, 2014).

United Airlines should review their policies and security practices as they relate to access control and administrative privileges, and institute relevant sub-controls as necessary.

6.0 Conclusion

This report examined the nature of the breaches at Anthem and the United States Office of Personnel Management in order to better understand the attack vector likely undertaken against UA during its May 2015 breach. Using The Critical Security Controls for Effective Cyber Defense, near, mid and long-term remediation actions using select controls were proposed, in order to address systemic security issues that were exposed by the breaches. Automation and effectiveness metrics, along with effectiveness testing procedures were proposed as a way for United Airlines to bring critical processes under control and to strengthen its overall security posture.

With proper implementation of the recommended controls, and by taking the additional recommended steps of metrics development/assessment and effectiveness testing, United Airlines can exercise due diligence in mitigating the impact of the security breach, and set a foundation for overall improvement in its security posture and overall security strategy.
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APPENDIX A

Selected Critical Security Controls for Implementation

Appendix A lists the specific Critical Security Controls and sub-controls that are recommended for implementation by United Airlines. These controls are extracted from *The Critical Security Controls for Effective Cyber Defense (Version 5.0)*, as published by the Council on Cybersecurity.

CSC 5: Malware Defenses

*Control the installation, spread, and execution of malicious code at multiple points in the enterprise, while optimizing the use of automation to enable rapid updating of defense, data gathering, and corrective actions.*

- Employ automated tools to continuously monitor workstations, servers, and mobile devices with anti-virus, anti-spyware, personal firewalls and host-based IPS functionality. All malware detection events should be sent to enterprise anti-malware administration tools and event log servers (CSC 5-1).
- Employ anti-malware software that offers a remote, cloud-based centralized infrastructure that compiles information on file reputation or have administrators manually push updates to all machines. After applying an update, automated systems should verify that each system has received its signature update (CSC 5-2).
- Configure laptops, workstation, and servers so that they will not auto-run content from removable media, like USB tokens, USB hard drives, CD/DVDs, FireWire devices, external serial advanced technology attachment devices, and mounted network shares (CSC 5-3).
- Configure systems so that they automatically conduct an anti-malware scan of removable media when inserted (CSC 5-4).
- Scan and block all e-mail attachments entering e-mail gateway if they contain malicious code or file types that are unnecessary for business. This scanning should be done before the e-mail is placed in the user’s
inbox. This includes e-mail content filtering and web-content filtering (CSC 5-5).

- Enable anti-exploitation features such as Data Execution Prevention (DEP), Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR), virtualization/containerization, etc. For increased protection, deploy capabilities such as Enhanced Mitigation Experience Toolkit (EMET) that can be configured to apply these protections to a broader set of applications and executables (CSC 5-6).

- Ensure that automated monitoring tools use behavior-based anomaly detection to complement traditional signature-based detection (CSC 5-8).

- Use network-based anti-malware tools to identify executables in all network traffic and use techniques other than signature-based detection to identify and filter out malicious content before it arrives at the endpoint (CSC 5-9).

- Implement an incident response process that allows IT support organization to supply the security team with samples of malware running on corporate systems that do not appear to be recognized by the enterprise’s anti-malware software. Samples should be provided to the security vendor for “out-of-band” signature creation and later deployed to the enterprise by system administrators (CSC 5-10).

- Enable domain name system (DNS) query logging to detect hostname lookup for known malicious C2 domains (CSC 5-11).

CSC 9: Security Skills Assessment and Appropriate Training to Fill Gaps

For all functional roles in the organization (prioritizing those mission-critical to the business and its security), identify the specific knowledge, skills and abilities needed to support defenses of the enterprise; develop and execute an integrated plan to assess, identify gaps, and remediate through policy, organizational planning, training, and awareness programs.
- Perform gap analysis to see which skills employees need and which behaviors employees are not adhering to, using this information to build a baseline training and awareness roadmap for all employees (CSC 9-1).

- Deliver training to fill the skills gaps. If possible, use more senior staff to deliver the training. A second option is to have outside teachers provide training onsite so the examples used will be directly relevant (CSC 9-2).

- Implement an online security awareness program that (1) focuses only on the methods commonly used in intrusions that can be blocked through individual action, (2) is delivered in short, online modules convenient for employees, (3) is updated frequently (at least annually) to represent the latest attack techniques, (4) is mandated for completion by all employees at least annually, and (5) is reliably monitored for employee completion (CSC 9-3).

- Validate and improve awareness levels through periodic tests to see whether employees will click on a link from suspicious e-mail…; targeted training should be provided to those who fall victim to the exercise (CSC 9-4).

- Use security skills assessments for each of the mission-critical roles to identify skill gaps. Use hands-on, real-world examples to measure mastery. If you do not have such assessments, use one of the available online competitions that simulate real-world scenarios for each of the identified jobs in order to measure skill mastery (CSC 9-5).

CSC 17: Data Protection

*The processes and tools used to prevent data exfiltration, mitigate the effects of exfiltrated data, and ensure the privacy and integrity of sensitive information.*

- Deploy approved hard drive encryption software to mobile devices and systems that hold sensitive data (CSC 17-1).
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- Verify that cryptographic devices and software are configured to use publicly-vetted algorithms (17-2).
- Perform an assessment of data to identify sensitive information that requires the application of encryption and integrity controls (CSC 17-3).
- Review cloud provider security practices for data protection” (17-4).
- Deploy an automated tool on network perimeters that monitors for certain sensitive information (PII), keywords, and other document characteristics to discover unauthorized attempts to exfiltrate data across network boundaries and block such transfers while alerting information security personnel (CSC 17-5).
- Conduct periodic scans of server machines using automated tools to determine whether sensitive data (i.e. PII, health, credit card, and classified information) is present on the system in clear text. These tools, which search for patterns that indicate the presence of sensitive information, can help identify if a business or technical process is leaving behind or otherwise leaking information (CSC 17-6)
- Move data between networks using secure, authenticated, and encrypted mechanisms (CSC 17-7).
- If there is no business need for supporting such devices, configure systems so that they will not write data to USB tokens or USB hard drives. If such devices are required, enterprise software should be used that can configure systems to allow only specific USB devices (based on serial number or other unique property) to be accessed, and that can automatically encrypt all data placed on such devices. An inventory of all authorized devices must be maintained (CSC 17-8).
- Use network-based DLP [Data Loss Prevention] solutions to monitor and control the flow of data within the network. Any anomalies that exceed the normal traffic patterns should be noted and appropriate action taken to address them (CSC 17-9).
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- Only allow approved Certificate Authorities (CAs) to issue certificates within the enterprise; Review and verify each CAs Certificate Practices Statement (CPS) and Certificate Policy (CP) (CSC 17-10).
- Perform an annual review of algorithms and key lengths in use for protection of sensitive data (CSC 17-11).
- Monitor all traffic leaving and detect any unauthorized use of encryption. Attackers often use an encrypted channel to bypass network security devices. Therefore it is essential that be able to detect rogue connections, terminate the connection, and remediate the infected system (CSC 17-12).
- Define roles and responsibilities related to management of encryption keys within the enterprise; define processes for lifecycle (CSC 17-14).
- Where applicable, implement Hardware Security Modules (HSMs) for protection of private keys (e.g. for sub CAs) or Key Encryption Keys (CSC 17-15).
APPENDIX B

CSC 5 – Malware Defenses

Automation & Effectiveness Metrics & Effectiveness Testing

Appendix B lists suggested effectiveness and automation metrics, and effectiveness testing, for the implementation of Malware Defense sub-controls at United Airlines. These recommended actions are compiled from The Critical Security Controls for Effective Cyber Defense (Version 5.0), as published by the Council on Cybersecurity.

Automation Metrics

1. How many instances of malicious code have been detected within a period of time by host-based anti-malware systems (by business unit)?
2. How many instances of malicious code that were detected within a period of time were automatically remediated by the organization’s host-based anti-malware systems (by business unit)?
3. How many instances of malicious code have been detected within a period of time by network-based anti-malware systems (by business unit)?
4. How many instances of malicious code that were detected within a period of time were automatically remediated by the organization’s network-based anti-malware systems (by business unit)?
5. Percentage of applications on a system that are not utilizing application sandboxing products (by business unit)?
6. Percentage of systems with anti-malware systems deployed, enabled and up-to-date (by business unit)?
Effectiveness Metrics

1. How long does it take the system to identify any malicious software that is installed, attempted to be installed, executed, or attempted to be executed on a computer system (time in minutes)?
2. How long does it take the system to send e-mail notification to a list of enterprise personnel via their centralized anti-malware console or event log system after malicious code has been identified (time in minutes)?
3. Does the system have the ability to block installation, prevent execution, or quarantine malicious software (yes or no)?
4. Does the system have the ability to identify the business unit in the organization where the malicious software was identified (yes or no)?
5. How long does it take the organization to completely remove the malicious code from the system after it has been identified (time in minutes)?

Effectiveness Test

1. Move a benign software test program appearing to be malware, but that is not included in an officially authorized software list, to 10 systems on the network via removable media. System selection must be as random as possible and include a cross-section of the organization’s systems and location.
2. Verify that the systems generate an alert or e-mail notice regarding the benign malware within one hour.
3. Verify that the alert or e-mail indicating that the software has been quarantined or blocked is received within one hour.
4. Verify that the system provides details of the location of each machine with the test file, including information about the asset owner.
5. Verify that the benign file is blocked by attempting to execute or open it and verifying that it is not allowed to be accessed.
6. Repeat the test, but transfer the benign file to 10 systems via e-mail instead. The same notification results should occur via this mode of transmission.
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APPENDIX C
CSC 9 – Security Skills Assessment and Appropriate Training to Fill Gaps
Effectiveness Metrics

Appendix C lists suggested effectiveness metrics, for the implementation of Security Skills Assessment and Appropriate Training to Fill Gaps at United Airlines. These recommended metrics are compiled from The Critical Security Controls for Effective Cyber Defense (Version 5.0), as published by the Council on Cybersecurity.

Effectiveness Metrics

1. Participation rate for online training courses – percentage of staff completing security training (by business unit)?
2. Average scores of online tests, compared to baseline (previous tests, industry data if available, etc.) (by business unit)?
3. Average scores of periodic tests (e.g. click rates for test phishing emails) (by business unit)?
4. Individual scores on skill assessment tests for individual mission-critical roles (by business unit)?
5. Retention (or job opening fill rate) of mission critical roles (org/unit metric)?
APPENDIX D
CSC 17 – Data Protection
Automation & Effectiveness Metrics
& Effectiveness Testing

Appendix D lists suggested effectiveness and automation metrics, and effectiveness testing, for the implementation of Data Protection sub-controls at United Airlines. These recommended actions are compiled from *The Critical Security Controls for Effective Cyber Defense (Version 5.0)*, as published by the Council on Cybersecurity.

**Automation Metrics**

1. How many unauthorized data exfiltration attempts have been detected within a period of time by DLP (Data Loss Prevention) software?
2. How many plaintext instances of sensitive data have been detected within a period by automated scanning software?
3. How many attempts to access known file transfer and e-mail exfiltration websites have been detected within a period of time?

**Effectiveness Metrics**

1. Does the system and report on unauthorized data being exfiltrated, whether via network file transfers or removable media?
2. Does the system identify the attachment of unencrypted USB tokens and require encryption of tokens?
3. Does the system store cryptographic key material securely?
4. Does the system use only NIST-approved encryption algorithms?
5. Within one hour of a data exfiltration event or attempt, enterprise administrative personnel must be alerted by the appropriate monitoring system (yes/no).
6. Do alerts notifying of data exfiltration also note the system and location where the event or attempt occurred?
7. Are the systems able to identify the location, department, and other critical details about where the sensitive data originated from (yes/no)?
8. How long does it take before a data leakage risk has been remediated from the time that it was detected (time in minutes)?
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Effectiveness Test

*Evaluation must attempt to move test data sets that trigger DLP systems but do not contain sensitive data outside of the trusted computing environment via both network file transfers and removable media. Each of the following tests must be performed at least three (3) times:*

1. Attempt to transfer large data sets across network boundaries from an internal system.
2. Attempt to transfer plaintext test data sets of personally identifiable information (that trigger DLP systems but that do not contain sensitive data) across network boundaries from an internal system (using multiple keywords specific to the business).
3. Attempt to transfer encrypted test data sets across network boundaries from an internal system to identify if the exfiltration is reported.
4. Attempt to maintain a persistent network connection for at least 10 hours across network boundaries between an internal and external system, even though little data may be exchanged.
5. Attempt to maintain a network connection across network boundaries using an anomalous service port number between an internal and external system.
6. Insert a USB token into an organization system and attempt to transfer example test data to the USB device.

*Each test must be performed from multiple, widely-distributed systems on the organization’s network in order to test the effectiveness of the monitoring systems. Once each of these events has occurred, the time that it takes for enterprise staff to respond to the event must be recorded.*
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANS Amsterdam August 2020 Part 1</td>
<td>Amsterdam, NL</td>
<td>Aug 03, 2020 - Aug 08, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS FOR508 Canberra August 2020</td>
<td>Canberra, AU</td>
<td>Aug 17, 2020 - Aug 22, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Amsterdam August 2020 Part 2</td>
<td>Amsterdam, NL</td>
<td>Aug 17, 2020 - Aug 22, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Virginia Beach 2020</td>
<td>Virginia Beach, VAUS</td>
<td>Aug 31, 2020 - Sep 05, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Philippines 2020</td>
<td>Manila, PH</td>
<td>Sep 07, 2020 - Sep 19, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS London September 2020</td>
<td>London, GB</td>
<td>Sep 07, 2020 - Sep 12, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Baltimore Fall 2020</td>
<td>Baltimore, MDUS</td>
<td>Sep 08, 2020 - Sep 13, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat Hunting &amp; Incident Response Summit &amp; Training 2020</td>
<td>New Orleans, LAUS</td>
<td>Sep 10, 2020 - Sep 17, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Munich September 2020</td>
<td>Munich, DE</td>
<td>Sep 14, 2020 - Sep 19, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS OnDemand</td>
<td>OnlineUS</td>
<td>Anytime</td>
<td>Self Paced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS SelfStudy</td>
<td>Books &amp; MP3s OnlyUS</td>
<td>Anytime</td>
<td>Self Paced</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>